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At last in 1786 the state of Virginia issued a call for
the holding of a Convention at Annapolis mainly with the
object of investing the  Confederation with certain powers
for regulating the commerce  of the states.    This Conven-
tion met  in the same year  but without  transacting any
particular business adjourned  after  passing certain resolu-
tions which clearly went beyond  its scope.    They made it
clear that the commissioners moved by the sole desire to
serve the country had come to the conclusion that a revision
of the Articles of Confederation was necessary to make the
Confederation strong and fit to discharge the  functions of a
Central Government.* The Annapolis resolutions paved the
way for further investigation.    The Congress accepted  the
suggestion and called upon the states to elect their delegates
to meet in a convention at Philadelphia.    All the states res-
ponded to the call, the Convention met on the appointed day
and after deliberating within closed doors for a consider-
able time drew up a constitution.    It will be of interest
to observe here that within the Convention two parties had
sprung up, which had diametrically  opposite views.    One
party looked upon the Articles of Confederation  as a mere
treaty between sovereign states, and the other looked upon
them as a constitution o£ a federation.   In the end a com
promising spirit helped the delegates to frame a constitution
which satisfied a large  majority*    In this  way the Anna-
polis Convention  which had been convened  to settle the
* Here is an important part of the Annapolis Resolutions which
summarises the view of the commissioners. "They are the more naturally
led to this conclusion, as, in the course of their reflections on the subject,
they have been induced to think that the power of regulating trade is of
such comprehensive extent, and will enter so far into the general system of
the federal government, that, to give it efficacy, and to obviate questions
and doubts concerning its precise nature and limits, may require a corres-
ponding adjustment of other parts of the federal system."
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